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Burner Glass Hob





MODEL : LKGH-8302SDP

MODEL : LKGH-8303SDP 



800mm

465mm



For Model LKGH-8302SDP / LKGH-8303SDP
6.1. Cleaning the top plate. Use soft cloth and mild detergent to wipe. Do not use PVC or metal brush
       to clean.

6.2. Do not use alkaline detegent, petro, corrosive or bleaching material.

6.3. Do not put metal sheet, wire gauze or aluminium plate on top og burner for cooking purpose as this 
       will cause irremovable stain and spoil top plate.

6.4. Use soft cloth or foam to clean the burner cap. Use soft brush for tough stain.

6.5. Do not hit or wash wash the burner cap with strong force.

4.1. Ensure ignition is at the ‘OFF’ position.

4.2. To ignite the Dual Ring flame turn on the gas cylinder, push the 
       ignition knob downwards and turn the knob antu-clockwise.

4.3. For hobs with safety valve feature, hold for 3-5 
       seconds when pushing the iginition knob downwards 
       before turning the knob anti-clockwise.

4.4. Flame can be adjusted accordingly bu the ignition knob.

4.5. To ignite the Inner Ring flame turn on the gas cylinder, push the 
       ignition knob downwards and turn the knob antu-clockwise.

4.6. Flame can be adjusted accordingly bu the ignition knob.

4.7. Rotate knob clockwise until off position when finish.

5.1. Ensure ignition is at the ‘OFF’ position.

5.2. To ignite turn on the gas cylinder, push the 
       ignition knob downwards and turn the knob antu-clockwise.

5.3. For hobs with safety valve feature, hold for 3-5 
       seconds when pushing the iginition knob downwards 
       before turning the knob anti-clockwise.

5.4. Flame can be adjusted accordingly bu the ignition knob.

5.5. Rotate knob clockwise until off position when finish.

Push downwards and 
turn anti-clockwise. 
(Dual Ring Flame)

Push downwards and 
turn anti-clockwise. 
(Inner Ring Flame)

Push downwards and 
turn anti-clockwise. 
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